eLitigate
TM

Esquire’s all-in-one, purpose-built secure solution
for virtual depositions

COVID-19 upended many tried-and-true ways of practicing law and
doing business in 2020. Few professionals felt the sea change as swiftly and
completely as those responsible for conducting depositions.
Enterprising lawyers and court reporters turned to videoconferencing
platforms to replace what was done in person. Successful as a quick fix, the
platforms rapidly showed their limitations, from high-profile security flaws
to disjointed user experiences.
Now, as we adapt to a new hybrid/in-person model for work, the
opportunity exists for a virtual deposition solution designed for today’s
modern litigation challenges.

eLitigate is the future for virtual depositions

Benefits of a purpose-built solution
• Depose witnesses or attend depositions
virtually with the industry’s leading secure
video conferencing, interactive exhibit
management, and deposition cloud storage
solution with an intuitive, professional
interface
• Create a cohesive, integrated single system
of records with a universal process that is
simple to use
• Support pre-trial and post-trial workflows,
streamlining common process bottlenecks
• Consolidate complex case management into
a single dashboard view
• Ease learning curves and virtually eliminate
the need for IT involvement
• Leverage powerful analytics reports with key
participant insights, including on the record
session time, on the record total time, and in
deposition total time

eLitigate is a purpose-built, all-in-one videoconferencing and exhibit
management solution designed for the way attorneys and court reporters
work in virtual and hybrid environments.
The platform standardizes and optimizes virtual depositions, completely
changing how court reporting is conducted with integrated video
conferencing, video capture, exhibit management, sidebar rooms, and
testimony review tools with searchable in-proceeding speech-to-text
streaming.
Conducting depositions remotely has not just become an accepted practice
in the legal industry – it is here to stay. A truly seamless platform, eLitigate
allows attorneys and court reporters to focus on their matters at hand, not
be held back by technology.

78%

*of attorneys plan to continue to
conduct up to one-half of their
depositions virtually in the
post-pandemic world.

eLitigate
TM

eLitigate revolutionizes how court reporters, lawyers,
paralegals, corporate legal departments, and everyone
in the litigation ecosystem work together to advance
the practice and rule of law.

Intuitive Web-Based Platform

Private Sidebar Rooms with Lock

Advanced Exhibit Capabilities

Data Security

Nothing to download or install. The eLitigate
platform is browser-based, so it is accessible
everywhere and there is no need to ask permission
from an IT administrator.

Ability to keyword search, annotate, apply
signatures, draw shapes, and expand exhibits to view
in full-screen mode. Lawyers can provide necessary
context to the situation instantly.

Integrated Exhibit Management

All-in-one exhibit management that mirrors
in-person deposition workflows. With an intuitive
private preview and public-view tab system for
controlled exhibit sharing, lawyers gain necessary
control.

Testimony Playback with Esquire
eLitigate ScriptSync

Live running speech-to-text rough viewable in
real-time. Users can search and playback the actual
record via an audio clip that is synchronized with the
speech-to-text.

Non-discoverable sidebar rooms that lock and are
accessible with a simple single click. Important offthe-record communications are conducted in venues
that attorney’s control.

Comprehensive compliance and security that meets
the legal industry’s strict standards. All media traffic,
audio, and video are AES-256-bit encrypted from
end-to-end.

Video Capture

High-definition video capture records directly
to the cloud. Flexible recoding modes enable
videographers to easily capture all participants or
only the witness.

Always Evolving

Updated every week and driven by continuous
customer feedback. A leading-edge virtual
deposition experience built by and for litigation
professionals.

“The biggest benefit to using eLitigate is having a single platform to have
everything organized and more streamlined for the deposition. eLitigate
eliminates screen share risk of showing something that is not intended.
It provides an opportunity to have a cleaner set up and a more organized
layout of the materials that will be used in the deposition.”
- AndreWebb, Partner, German, Gallagher & Murtagh, P.C.
“eLitigate eliminates virtual deposition pain points. Zoom just wasn’t
designed for lawyers. eLitigate’s sidebars and exhibit management
features are specific to what litigators do. The ScriptSync feature is very
helpful because it embeds the deponent’s response in your head, assists
with follow-up, and helps me recall my previous questions.”
- Kelly M. Henry, Attorney, Berman Berman Berman Schneider & Lowary, LLP

51%

*of attorneys experienced with
remote depositions expressed
concern with managing exhibits
in a virtual environment.
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Schedule an eLitigate Demo Today
elitigate@esquiresolutions.com
800.211.DEPO

